
Graphic Print Design 1
Graphic Communications

The visual exchange of information using text and images.

Print Markets - Identified by individuals/businesses you are serving.
Types of print businesses - Identified by the items you are printing/producing. 
PrintingPrinting Technologies - Offset Lithography, Screen Printing, Flexography/Relief/Letterpress, Intaglio/Gravure, Digital, 
Sublimation. 
Offset Lithography - (Water/ink don’t mix.) Brochures, business forms, books, business cards.
Screen Printing - (Force ink through openings in stencil/mesh of a screen.) Most versatile, glass, metal, plastic, textiles.
Flexography/Relief/Letterpress/ - (Raised image.) Package printing, foil, plastic, fabric.
Intaglio/Gravure - (Sunken image.) Currency, postage stamp, gift wrap, wall paper.
Digital - (Toner/ink based.) Variable data, wide format, vehicle graphics, posters, business cards.  
PrintingPrinting - Transferring an image from a carrier to a substrate. 
Substrates - Any material surface that can be printed to.
Design - The use of elements/principles of art to create visual content to inspire, inform, and captivate.

Safety
Rinse Eyes - Recommended time is 15 minutes. 
Rules involving chemicals and flammable liquidsRules involving chemicals and flammable liquids - Store in flammables cabinet, clean up spills, report leaks, proper labels. 
Store flammable rags in a safety can. Read, comprehend, and follow instructions on labels - Read the label before using any 
chemical. List the steps to be taken in case of injury in the lab - Tell Instructor, first aid, contact office or 911. Identify 
locations and safety equipment (e.g. first aid kit, eye wash station, MSDS, flammables cabinet) - DO it. Follow proper safety 
procedures and dress code when operating equipment - You MUST receive training before operating ANY equipment! Only 
ONE person can operate equipment at a time! Loose clothing/hair/jewelry etc, are dangerous around equipment! Demonstrate ONE person can operate equipment at a time! Loose clothing/hair/jewelry etc, are dangerous around equipment! Demonstrate 
common sense when working with others - You will be removed from the class for idiotic/dangerous behavior.
 

Design Process
Four core frameworks of art/design - Create, Present/Produce, Respond, Connect.
Steps in the design process - Research/Planning, Brainstorming, Thumbnails, Roughs, Feedback, Revisions.
Elements of art/design - Color, Line, Shape, Form, Value, Texture, Space.
Color - Communicates a mood and has a psychological or emotional impact. 
Line - Has width, direction and length. Used to create outlines, shapes, patterns, and space. 
Shape - Two dimensional. Geometric and organic.
Form - Three dimensional or 3D effect.
Value - Lightness or darkness of a color. Tinting adds White. Shading adds Black. Toning adds Grey.
Texture - The feel of a surface, or implied physical quality. (Hard, soft, rough, smooth, etc.)
SpaceSpace - Distances and areas around, between, and within art/objects. Positive Space (the object). Negative Space (area 
around object).
Principles of art/design - Balance (formal/symmetrical, informal/asymmetrical, radial), Movement, Unity, Proportion, 
Emphasis, Pattern, Variety.
Balance - The distribution of visual weight. 
Symmetrical/Formal - Same on both sides.
Asymmetrical/Informal - Different on both sides.
RadialRadial - Designed around a central point.
Movement - Illusion of action or direction. Pulls your eyes around the design or shows action.
Unity - Joining parts together to make them whole. Each part has a clear relationship to each other. 
Proportion - Relationship between the size of each part and the whole of the parts. 
Emphasis - Creating a center of interest or focal point. (Contrast, Focus, Scale, Repetition, Color, Details, Isolation)
Pattern - Using shapes, lines, or colors again and again. 
Repetition - Using ONE shape/line/color in SAME order.
Pattern Pattern - Using MULTIPLE shapes/lines/colors in SAME order.
Rhythm - Using MULTIPLE shapes/lines/colors but NOT in the SAME order.
Variety - Using different objects, patterns, colors, shapes, or lines to create interest. Designs without variation are boring. 
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